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Client End Devices

FUJITSU LIFEBOOK U7 Series
FUJITSU STYLISTIC Series
FUJITSU LIFEBOOK P7 Series
FUJITSU LIFEBOOK T9 Series
FUJITSU ESPRIMO Q Series

Peripherals

FUJITSU Wireless Set LX901 
FUJITSU Wireless Set LX390

Displays

FUJITSU Display P24-8 TE Pro 
FUJITSU Display B24-8 TE Pro 
FUJITSU Display P24-9 TE 
FUJITSU Display B24-9 TE 
FUJITSU Display E24-9 TOUCH 
FUJITSU Display P24-8 WS Neo

Monitor arms

ADAPT Dual Display Holder, mini clamp
ADAPT Dual Display Holder, grommet mount
FUJITSU Dual Monitor Stand

Workplace Connect Kit

Which display setup?

FUJITSU Port Replicator PR09
EVOline plug strip

Suitable Display Combinations:

1x FUJITSU Display P24-8 TE Pro (white / 16:9) and

1x FUJITSU Display B24-8 TE Pro (white / 16:9)

or

1x FUJITSU Display P24-9 TE (white / 16:9) and

1x FUJITSU Display B24-9 TE (white / 16:9)

Display Combination Touch (used at the Clean Desk JUSTICE)

1x FUJITSU Display E24-9 Touch (black / 16:10) and

1x FUJITSU Display P24-8 WS NEO (black / 16:9)

→  Displays of the same type can always be combined 
in the Clean Desk solution. The ADAPT Monitor Arms 
can handle all FUJITSU Displays up to 27 inches. 

→  Choice of attachment options:  
ADAPT Monitor Arms or FUJITSU Dual Monitor Stand

For more information on display accessories, visit 
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/products/computing/peripheral/
displays/accessories/index.html
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HAWORTH® model variants 

Work Clean. Be Inspired.
The FUJITSU Clean Desk 2.0 is a customizable digital office with tidy, one-cable connectivity. Combining best-of-

breed components from Fujitsu and its partners, the solution delivers greater well-being for users – particularly 

those who work all day at a display – by creating an ergonomic environment with a greater sense of space.

→ Well-being: the workplace adapts to you, not the other way round 

→ Flexible: mix and match the Clean Desk components to your preference

→ Energy-saving: kind to the planet as well as people, with smart Green IT features

→ Spacious: easily collaborate and share

Smart looks for 
smart thinking

Eco-friendly

Easy to manage, 
excellent security

Puts well-being 
first

Customizable to 
individuals or groups

Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro. Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro.Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro.



Just sit down and think 
In their bid to stay competitive in an uncertain digital economy, organizations know 
they have to keep staff motivated and productive – and a bright, spacious workspace 
with state-of-the-art equipment can make a huge difference. However, many office 
workspaces fail to live up to the organization’s promises, because they are simply not 
designed to inspire. Desks are cluttered, with inadequate personal space, and certainly 
no room to gather people round. Cables trail across every surface to connect whatever 
devices are needed at the time. Display and desk heights cannot be adjusted. The 
result: more distraction, more time spent searching for things, and less well-being. 

What’s needed is a workspace that is ready for an economy in which value chains are 
almost completely digital – with every element designed to inspire and adapt to users 
and new digital working styles.

Clean Desk 2.0 in detailBanish the hidden cost of clutter

Monitor arm for two displays
Height-adjustable ADAPT Space Arm: display
positions adjustable to preferences

Brilliant, sharp displays
Clear viewing with a choice of 
FUJITSU Displays, also with touch 
functionality for extra ease of use

Green IT
Clean Desk 2.0 includes energy-saving 
features (e.g. Presence Sensor),
and the complete workplace can be 
powered down with a single switch

Instant one-cable connectivity
Just plug in to USB port replicator and gain 
access to entire office infrastructure

Clean desktop
More space to be inspired and share, 
easier access to latest technologies

Height-adjustable table
Fully adjustable HAWORTH® table: 
you can work sitting or standing, 
whatever suits you bestPowered by…

Use as a desk-based workspace with 
FUJITSU ESPRIMO Q Mini PCs or as a
mobile workplace with FUJITSU LIFEBOOK 
notebooks or FUJITSU STYLISTIC Tablet PCs

Also available as
Clean Desk eJustice 
■ FUJITSU Display E24-9 Touch – 
simplifies editing of on-screen documents 
■ Ergonomic for hours of screen time

(e.g. mandatory e-Documents in legal communication)
■ Excellent security

→ FUJITSU Clean Desk 2.0: the clean workspace for the new digital economy

Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro. Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro.



Just sit down and think 
In their bid to stay competitive in an uncertain digital economy, organizations know 
they have to keep staff motivated and productive – and a bright, spacious workspace 
with state-of-the-art equipment can make a huge difference. However, many office 
workspaces fail to live up to the organization’s promises, because they are simply not 
designed to inspire. Desks are cluttered, with inadequate personal space, and certainly 
no room to gather people round. Cables trail across every surface to connect whatever 
devices are needed at the time. Display and desk heights cannot be adjusted. The 
result: more distraction, more time spent searching for things, and less well-being. 

What’s needed is a workspace that is ready for an economy in which value chains are 
almost completely digital – with every element designed to inspire and adapt to users 
and new digital working styles.

Clean Desk 2.0 in detailBanish the hidden cost of clutter

Monitor arm for two displays
Height-adjustable ADAPT Space Arm: display 
positions adjustable to preferences

Brilliant, sharp displays
Clear viewing with a choice of 
FUJITSU Displays, also with touch 
functionality for extra ease of use

Green IT
Clean Desk 2.0 includes energy-saving 
features (e.g. Presence Sensor), 
and the complete workplace can be 
powered down with a single switch

Instant one-cable connectivity
Just plug in to USB port replicator and gain 
access to entire office infrastructure

Clean desktop
More space to be inspired and share, 
easier access to latest technologies

Height-adjustable table
Fully adjustable HAWORTH® table: 
you can work sitting or standing, 
whatever suits you bestPowered by…

Use as a desk-based workspace with 
FUJITSU ESPRIMO Q Mini PCs or as a 
mobile workplace with FUJITSU LIFEBOOK 
notebooks or FUJITSU STYLISTIC Tablet PCs

Also available as
Clean Desk eJustice 
■ FUJITSU Display E24-9 Touch – 
simplifies editing of on-screen documents 
■ Ergonomic for hours of screen time

(e.g. mandatory e-Documents in legal communication)
■ Excellent security

→ FUJITSU Clean Desk 2.0: the clean workspace for the new digital economy

Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro. Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro.

https://www.fujitsu.com/au/products/computing/pc/desktops/
https://www.fujitsu.com/au/products/computing/peripheral/displays/


Just sit down and think 
In their bid to stay competitive in an uncertain digital economy, organizations know 
they have to keep staff motivated and productive – and a bright, spacious workspace 
with state-of-the-art equipment can make a huge difference. However, many office 
workspaces fail to live up to the organization’s promises, because they are simply not 
designed to inspire. Desks are cluttered, with inadequate personal space, and certainly 
no room to gather people round. Cables trail across every surface to connect whatever 
devices are needed at the time. Display and desk heights cannot be adjusted. The 
result: more distraction, more time spent searching for things, and less well-being. 

What’s needed is a workspace that is ready for an economy in which value chains are 
almost completely digital – with every element designed to inspire and adapt to users 
and new digital working styles.

Clean Desk 2.0 in detailBanish the hidden cost of clutter

Monitor arm for two displays
Height-adjustable ADAPT Space Arm: display
positions adjustable to preferences

Brilliant, sharp displays
Clear viewing with a choice of 
FUJITSU Displays, also with touch 
functionality for extra ease of use

Green IT
Clean Desk 2.0 includes energy-saving 
features (e.g. Presence Sensor),
and the complete workplace can be 
powered down with a single switch

Instant one-cable connectivity 
Just plug in to USB port replicator and gain 
access to entire office infrastructure

Clean desktop
More space to be inspired and share, 
easier access to latest technologies

Height-adjustable table
Fully adjustable HAWORTH® table: 
you can work sitting or standing, 
whatever suits you bestPowered by…

Use as a desk-based workspace with 
FUJITSU ESPRIMO Q Mini PCs or as a
mobile workplace with FUJITSU LIFEBOOK 
notebooks or FUJITSU STYLISTIC Tablet PCs

Also available as 
Clean Desk eJustice 
■ FUJITSU Display E24-9 Touch –
simplifies editing of on-screen documents
■  Ergonomic for hours of screen time

(e.g. mandatory e-Documents in legal communication)
■  Excellent security

→ FUJITSU Clean Desk 2.0: the clean workspace for the new digital economy

Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro. Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro.
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Client End Devices

FUJITSU LIFEBOOK U7 Series
FUJITSU STYLISTIC Series
FUJITSU LIFEBOOK P7 Series
FUJITSU LIFEBOOK T9 Series
FUJITSU ESPRIMO Q Series

Peripherals

FUJITSU Wireless Set LX901 
FUJITSU Wireless Set LX390

Displays

FUJITSU Display P24-8 TE Pro 
FUJITSU Display B24-8 TE Pro 
FUJITSU Display P24-9 TE 
FUJITSU Display B24-9 TE 
FUJITSU Display E24-9 TOUCH 
FUJITSU Display P24-8 WS Neo

Monitor arms

ADAPT Dual Display Holder, mini clamp
ADAPT Dual Display Holder, grommet mount
FUJITSU Dual Monitor Stand

Workplace Connect Kit

Which display setup?

FUJITSU Port Replicator PR09
EVOline plug strip

Suitable Display Combinations:

1x FUJITSU Display P24-8 TE Pro (white / 16:9) and

1x FUJITSU Display B24-8 TE Pro (white / 16:9)

or

1x FUJITSU Display P24-9 TE (white / 16:9) and

1x FUJITSU Display B24-9 TE (white / 16:9)

Display Combination Touch (used at the Clean Desk JUSTICE)

1x FUJITSU Display E24-9 Touch (black / 16:10) and

1x FUJITSU Display P24-8 WS NEO (black / 16:9)

→  Displays of the same type can always be combined 
in the Clean Desk solution. The ADAPT Monitor Arms 
can handle all FUJITSU Displays up to 27 inches. 

→  Choice of attachment options:  
ADAPT Monitor Arms or FUJITSU Dual Monitor Stand

For more information on display accessories, visit 
http://www.fujitsu.com/global/products/computing/peripheral/
displays/accessories/index.html
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HAWORTH® model variants 

Work Clean. Be Inspired.
The FUJITSU Clean Desk 2.0 is a customizable digital office with tidy, one-cable connectivity. Combining best-of-

breed components from Fujitsu and its partners, the solution delivers greater well-being for users – particularly 

those who work all day at a display – by creating an ergonomic environment with a greater sense of space.

→ Well-being: the workplace adapts to you, not the other way round

→ Flexible: mix and match the Clean Desk components to your preference

→ Energy-saving: kind to the planet as well as people, with smart Green IT features

→ Spacious: easily collaborate and share

Smart looks for 
smart thinking

Eco-friendly

Easy to manage, 
excellent security

Puts well-being 
first

Customizable to 
individuals or groups

Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro. Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro.Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro.
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Client End Devices

FUJITSU ESPRIMO G558 & Q558
FUJITSU STYLISTIC Q Series
FUJITSU LIFEBOOK P7 Series 
FUJITSU LIFEBOOK T9 Series 
FUJITSU LIFEBOOK U7 Series 
FUJITSU LIFEBOOK U9 Series

Peripherals

FUJITSU Wireless Set LX960 
FUJITSU Wireless Set LX390

Displays

FUJITSU Display P24-9 TE 
FUJITSU Display B24-9 TE
FUJITSU Display B24-9 TS 
FUJITSU Display E24-9 TOUCH 
FUJITSU Display P24-8 WS Neo
FUJITSU Display B34-9 UE

Monitor arms

ADAPT Dual Display Holder, mini clamp
ADAPT Dual Display Holder, grommet mount
FUJITSU Dual Monitor Stand

Workplace Connect Kit

Which display setup?

FUJITSU Port Replicator PR09
EVOline plug strip

Examples of Suitable Display Combinations:

2x FUJITSU Display B24-9 TS (black / 16:9)

or

1x FUJITSU Display P24-9 TE (white / 16:9) and

1x FUJITSU Display B24-9 TE (white / 16:9)

Display Combination with Touch 

1x FUJITSU Display E24-9 Touch (black / 16:9) and

1x FUJITSU Display P24-8 WS NEO (black / 16:9)

Contact product.marketing@au.fujitsu.com for a Clean Desk 

consultation.  

→  Displays of the same type can always be combined
in the Clean Desk solution. The ADAPT Monitor Arms
can handle all FUJITSU Displays up to 27 inches.

→  Choice of attachment options:
ADAPT Monitor Arms or FUJITSU Dual Monitor Stand

For more information on displays, visit  
https://www.fujitsu.com/au/products/computing/peripheral/
displays/

Work Clean. Be Inspired.
The FUJITSU Clean Desk 2.0 is a customizable digital office with tidy, one-cable connectivity. Combining best-of-

breed components from Fujitsu and its partners, the solution delivers greater well-being for users – particularly 

those who work all day at a display – by creating an ergonomic environment with a greater sense of space.

→ Well-being: the workplace adapts to you, not the other way round 

→ Flexible: mix and match the Clean Desk components to your preference

→ Energy-saving: kind to the planet as well as people, with smart Green IT features

→ Spacious: easily collaborate and share

Smart looks for 
smart thinking

Eco-friendly

Easy to manage, 
excellent security

Puts well-being 
first

Customizable to 
individuals or groups

Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro. Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro.Fujitsu recommends Windows 10 Pro.
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